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Abstract— The My Sale app is an Android App .  It can sync 

with a network server maintained by the User’s hold 

Company, or with a Virtual server on a hosting Service. The 

server is used to supervise and download report/information. 

This Server App is used to Create own company’s 

management hierarchy. This App is also used to Set Target 

and Track the Target Hierarchy and Online tracking of each 

salesman and remote stock allotment & management every 

day, weekly, monthly coverage , Salesman wise, Customer 

wise, Product wise. Send information to selected emails 

Web server access through Mobile/Tablets Customer 

Complaints & Helpdesk organization. The mySale is 

planned to work with a web server, although it can also be 

second-hand without one. All the features of the application 

run on the consumer side, and the member of staff serving at 

table is only used to supervise and download information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Distributor will be assigned to the Territory Manager 

according higher hierarchy. Distributor will create and 

observe the performance of Salesman. The MySale field 

service app is available for the Salesman to track the 

customer complaints and suggestion related to company 

efficiently.  A group of Salesman will be working under a 

single Distributor for a particular region. . All the features of 

the application run on the customer side, and the member of 

staff serving at table is only used to hold and download 

information. The intellectual data analytics are also 

construction based on customer need. The development 

management is intended for a Distributor. The procedure 

begins when a Salesman Login to an function. 

II. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Home:  

Tapping on the Home button Distributor can see the 

hierarchy below him and by tapping on “Add” button he can 

the new Salesman account successfully. 

B. Edit Profile:  

Choosing the “Edit Profile” category from the menu bar 

navigates the page to User Profile page where Distributor 

can edit his/her own profile and save it and also can change 

the Password of his account. 

C. Administration:  

Administration is nothing but the access given by the admin 

to the Distributor to access the fields which he/she is 

supposed to access. 

D.  Retailers: 

Retailers can be created from the web and also from MySale 

mobile app. Distributor can create new retailer from the 

web, view the list of Retailers enrolled, create a retailer 

group and also assign the retailer group to the Salesman. 

Retailers can use the Retailer App for the real time 

interaction and updates conveyed from Suppliers to make 

the business successfully. A group of Retailers are assigned 

to a single Salesman. 

E.  Stock:  

Stock category deals with the categories of stock available, 

delivered items and items which are pending, stock which is 

assigned to the lower hierarchy and the status of the order 

report. 

F.  Orders:  

Orders Feature helps the User to view the order details like 

Ordered Items, bill amount, status of the order and the 

profile of Salesman/Retailer who posted the Orders.  

G. User Tracker:  

GPS tracking feature for FOS (Salesman) will enable sales 

business to give next level of productivity. When FOS 

logged into Mobile function his absolute day actions will be 

capture in description with Day IN and Day OUT 

information. This helps FOS to plan his daily actions in 

successful way. 

H. Targets: 

Each User in the hierarchy can view target to the lower and 

also check his own target achievement and targets are set to 

members according to the hierarchy and can check the target 

achievement of a particular person in the hierarchy which 

will be helpful to analyze the performance of that particular 

person. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

This is basically proposed to manage the sales, order, 

customer service actions. These actions can be bring out 

clients produce list ,Product rates, Field order generation, 

Real time order tracking, record management and many 

more to serve and Salesman in better way. The  mysale field 

service app is accessible to professionally track the customer 

complaints, review, feedback and suggestion related to 

company product .The mysale is intended to work with a 

web server, though it can also be used without one. All the 

features of the app run on the client side, and the server is 

only used to supervise and download report/information 

.The bright data logical are also construction based on 

customer need. The mysale app can sync with a web server 

maintained by the user's own company, or with a virtual 

web server on a hosting service maintained by our cloud 

services. Enhance customize analytic can be build related to 

company’s business sales. 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM: 

The Application which is using now is for online shopping 

which provides a convenient way to access all the sales. The 

only three operations used in this are to browse , select and 

to checkout. This online shopping application is for all the 

world best brands of clothes Home beauty sports etc things. 
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This application is mainly designed for the purpose of 

customers. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The mysale is revolution of conventional sale in new Avatar 

age of knowledge. This is essentially mobile app that runs 

on Android and tablets/iPad . For organization salesman 

miniature sales in single hand . Salesman can access this 

function by using xolo login credentials. After successful 

login , salesman can place the complaints , the order , view 

the stocks , inventories and xolo service. 
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